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RESUME

Le but de cette étude est de rassembler certaines idées et

certains développements afférents dans le domaine des gyrotrons. Dans ce

cas, l'objectif est de rendre quelque parfum de l'état actuel de la

recherche dans le domaine en question et suggérer quelques perspectives

d'avenir.
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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to bring together some relevant ideas and

developments in the field of gyrotrons. The objective here is to give some

flavour of the present state of research in this field and suggest some future

prospects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The development of the electron cyclotron resonance maser (ECRM or Gyrotron)

was an important break-through in microwave electronics In the 1970s.

Initially a mere laboratory curiosity, it is now an efficient and powerful

source of millimetre ami sub-millimetre radiation. As we look to the 1980s,

we find scientists channeling their collective efforts to shorten the wave-

length and increase the output pow«r and efficiency. It is precisely these

basic character I at Irs ne hly>h frequency and high conversion efficiency that

have made the gyrolron an important device for generating high power microwave

radiation.

The electron cyclotron ivsonancfl maser operates on the basis of a relatlvlstlc

Interaction between the trniisv/erse electric (TF) waveguide mode and the rela-

tlvlstic cyclotron modi'. Since the operating frequency is determined by a

resonance oE the cavity frequency and the electron cyclotron frequency

Qo = eB0/7mc, the gyrotron can operate with greater stability on a high-

order transverse mode of Its cavity structure than other microwave tubes.

Higher-mode operation allows electron beam and microwave circuit dimensions to

be large compared to the wavelength, and this alleviates wall heating and beam

Intercept problems. This has resulted In major advances In the power tube

capability of gyrotrons. Figure 1 shows a schematic of a typical gyrotron

built by Kisel et al.1 in the Soviet Union. Figure 2 shows the data

describing the historical evolution of microwave power sources as compiled by

Granatsteln in collaboration with R.K. Parker of the Naval Research

Laboratory. T.t Is observed that since the late 1940s, the average power

density (P/̂ y/X ) capability of microwave tubes has advanced by better than

an order of magnitude each decade, the most recent advances due entirely to

the advent of gyrotron oscillators. However, as correctly pointed out by

Granatsteln it must be emphasised that this remarkable achievement of

gyrotron oscillators in attaining values of (P/wA') = 1 MW/cm (see Fig. 2)

is still insufficient to meet the perceived needs of controlled-fuslon

research programs as experiment:* approach reactor size. The U.S. Department

of Energy has sponsored feasibility studies of a 1 MW, cw gyrotron at a

frequency of 100 CM?, corresponding to P A V A " = 10 MW/cm2. Indications are

that within the next <lec.fl'1c this limit may well have to be pushed to a
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Fig. 1 Schematic of 8.9 mm gyrotron (see Kisel et al. ).
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frequency of 300 GHz and PAV/^ ~ 1°° MW/cm for the heating of fusion

plasmas in the next generation Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT) currently in the

planning stage. In Europe, the Consultative Committe of the Fusion Programme

(CCFP) has authorized a three-stage gyrotron programme3 that gives a blend of

advanced research, industrial development and physics support.

The purpose of this study is to summarize some of the current activities in

this field and indicate the promising trends for future research and develop-

ment.

The document is organized as follows. In section 2, we give a brief outline

of the electron cyclotron maser instability theory which forms the basis of

the gyrotron. In section 3, we discuss some important properties of gyrotrons

which make them such an important class of radiation sources. In section 4,

we discuss some of the major applications of gyrotrons and the current status

of research in this field. In section 5 we examine some of the limitations of
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conventional gyrotrons which will essentially dictate the direction of

research and development In the future. In section 6, we discuss the salient

features of the quasi-optical gyrotron. In section 7, we discuss high

harmonic interaction in both conventional and quasi-optical gyrotrons.

There is a vast body of literature dating back to 1958. In this report we

list only the key articles and those which contain extensive bibliographies-



2. THEORY QF GYROTRONS

2,1 Quantum-Mechanical View

In the quantum-mechanical picture given by Schneider and discussed in a

review by Hirshfleld and Granatatein5 the free electron In a uniform static

magnetic field Bo behaves as an anharmonic oscillator with quantised energy

levels

Q 1/2 2
Wn-mc

2[l + 2(n + J> * -%] " « 2 + fe (1)

neglecting spin, where QQ • eB0/mc Is the rest electron gyrofrequency and

p Is the unquantised momentum along the magnetic field. Transitions between

states n+1 and n will occur at frequency <% • (l-rihQ0/mc
2)$, for

nfiQo « me and (% will decrease as n increases. If a system is prepared

with a higher population in state n+1 than in state n (population inversion),

photons at frequency (% will induce more downwards transitions n+1 + n, than

upwards ones n •* n+1. The unequal energy level spacing reduces the proba-

bility for absorptive transitions n+1 * n+2, since (1̂ +1 < Uh« Thus stimu-

lated emission exceeds absorption, thereby increasing the photon number. Of

course a similar effect can occur lf the width of the level n+1 exceeds the

width of level n (as a result of dephasing collisions for instance).

2.2 Classical View

The classical picture of cyclotron maser action is obtained by considering the

phases of electrons rotating about the magnetic field. The orbiting charge

radiates as an Individual dipole. Since N dipoles rotating in phase will

yield radiation which is approximately N times more Intense than N dipoles

with random phases, the coherent emission from gyrotrons can be explained by

finding a phase bunching mechanism, for a system of monoenergetic electrons,

originally distributed randomly in phase.
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The bunching mechanism can be understood In a simple model by considering the

orbit dynamics of electrons In a uniform magnetostatlc field subject to an

oscillating electric field of frequency o^ (Fig. 3). Initially, the

electrons are assumed to be distributed on a circular orbit with Larmor radius
rL=vo7®Q» where ^ " B B Q / YQIHC IS the relatlvistic gyrofrequency and

Y o
a(l-v o

2/e 2) 1/ 2. wltn tne initial conditions shown In Fig. 3(a), and

wo»Ro, electrons below the x-axis will initially lose energy* Since their

Y decreases, the relattvistlc gyrofrequency of these particles increases and

their phase 9 will tend to slip ahead of the wave. The electrons Initially

above the x-axis tend to gain energy and their phase lags behind the wave.

After an integral number of wave periods, the particles will bunch uniformly

about the x-axis (Fig. 3(b)). Since the number of particles that gain energy

equals those which lose energy, there is no net emission or absorption if

UQ • <\j, initially. If initially, HJI^J
 tnen particles, on the

average, traverse a co-ordinate space angle of more than 2u in a wave period

of 2IC/(Ĵ J. The bunch as a whole tends to slip ahead of the wave

(Fig. 3(c)). Since the kinetic energy of the ensemble will now increase as a

result of further interaction, absorption will exceed emission and the wave

amplitude will decrease. On the other hand, if initially, wo>_Qo then the

particles will, on the average, traverse a co-ordinate space angle of less

than 2u in a wave period of 211/43. Tne bunch as a whole tends to lag behind

the wave (Fig. 3(d)). Since the kinetic energy of the ensemble will now

decrease as a result of further interaction, emission will exceed absorption,

and the wave amplitude will increase.

From the above discussion we note that the effect of a small but non-zero

value of wo-£\j Is to Impose a systematic rotation on the trajectories, at

a rate ^0~%' When uo<^}, this superposed rotation is counter-

clockwise (Fig. 3(c)). This of course results in a stronger energy transfer

from the wave to the ensemble. If wo><^j, then the superposed rotation is

clockwise (Fig. 3(d)) and brings the ensemble into a region that favours a

transfer of energy from the ensemble to the field.

We also emphasize that although the electron cyclotron maser (ECM) instability

is a relativistic interaction, the instability is present even at velocities



low enough to be generally classified as non-relatlvlstlc. This Is due to the

fact that the average energy loss (proportional to -6yav) Is usually sig-

nificant compared to the initial kinetic energy (proportional to Yo"l) o£

the beam. Thus the relativistic dependence of the electron gyrofrequency must

be taken Into account when considering this mechanism,

2.3 A Simple Mathematical Model

Consider the simple model in Fig. 4 with a magnetostatlc field pointing In the

a-directlon and an oscillating wave electric field E x » Eo cos (wot)

pointing In the x-direction . A uniformly distributed ring of electrons Is

gyrating on the same cyclotron orbit with the x-component of the velocity

given by

v • -v sin (Rt + 6 )
X O 0

(2)

where Q = eB0/v me is the relativlstlc gyrofrequency and 60 Is the phase

angle of an arbitrary electron.

©

E,COSIoit)

Fig. 4 A simple mathematical model for the bunching mechanism (after Chu )•



The rate of change of relativistic electron energy (y me 2) is given by

• a v E cos «t sin (Qt + $n)
O O 0

• «• e v E_ {-sin [t>-t))t - 9 ] + sin

« 1 faBt oscillation
(neglect)

(3)

therefore

e v B t
Y • YQ + 2—1~ Bin eQ (4)

where YO ** the in i t ia l value of y.

Now,

e B n e B n
— O Oe v E t

2Yomc

« 1

e 0 ° — M (5)

where _
eB

Q - — ° -
o Y me



Substituting (5) Into (2)

vx " ~vo 8 l n CQt + 6 )

ev E t2
Bln lfloc + 6o " - f ^ ? % Bin

^ (-sin 0ft sinQ t + slnO cos6 cosQ t)
V) O O O O

sin (Qot + 9o> (6)

We now define the x-coraponent of the velocity of the centre of mass of all

electrons (vx
cm) as

V " Tn F \dQo " ' ̂^r sin Qot (7,
o 4y me

The average power delivered to the wave by N electrons

2 2 2 2
NeVE^Q t'

PM - Nev
 cmE ° ° ° sin R t cos ut

W x x 4Ymc °

v E Q t
I [sin (u»-Q )t - Bin (wVQ )t]

8Ymc

fast oscillation

(neglect)

2 2 2 2

Ne vVfl t

° ° °
sin (orfio)t (8)
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Thus, aa discussed in section 2.2, when u • fy, Pw « 0, and there is no

net power delivered to the wave. When u £ ty,, Pw <, 0 and the net power

delivered to the wave is negative, i.e., absorption. When u >̂  fy, Pw >, 0,

and the net power delivered to the wave is positive, i.e., emission.

3, IMPORTANT PROPERTIES OF GYROTRONS

Perhaps the two most important properties of gy rot cons that make them very

attractive as radiation sources are the high frequency and high conversion

efficiency. However, there are certain constraints that must be met in order

to realise theae properties, in practice. As pointed out by Vomvoridis et

al.7, when a closed cavity is used as the propagation medium, as is the case

with almost all gyrotrons, it is non-trivial to take advantage of these two

properties, simultaneously.

3*1 High Frequency

Unlike conventional microwave tubes, gyrotrons do not require any fine

structures (on the order of the radiation wavelength) in order to achieve high

frequencies. The operating frequency of a gyrotron is given by

u> - nQQ + kBvn (9)

where n - 1, 2, 3 is the harmonic number of the gyrofrequency and kg and

vn are the components of the wave number and beam velocity along the mag-

netic field. Thus for an external field of the order of 100 kG, frequencies

of the order of 300 GHz are possible. Higher frequencies can be achieved by

employing higher pulsed magnetic fields or if higher harmonic (n > 1) oper-

ation Is used. As we show later, high harmonic operation requires that

k^ri, " 1, where k^ Is the transverse wave number and rj, • P± /mof\, is

the Larraor radius.
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3.2 High Conversion Efficiency

The electron cyclotron maser instability is inherently a very efficient

mechanism for conversion of the kinetic energy of electrons to electro-

magnetic-radiation energy. However, an appropriate choice of experimental

parameters must be made in order to achieve the high efficiencies. The con-

ditions necessary for achieving high efficiency are listed below.

(i) The group velocity of the wave must be approximately equal to the beam

velocity. This amounts to a grazing Intersection between the beam mode

W"nfl,,+k||V|| a nd the waveguide (or cavity) mode (u=(k 2+\a \\2) ll2 c
(Fig. 5).

(ii) The pitch angle a=P± /Pt| must be large. This is a statement for the

conservation of axial momentum Pj in the absence of axial forces.

Consider the following equations, in order to obtain some heuristic

estimates. The total momentum P HP, 2 + P|| , the pitch angle

OPPJ_ /P|| and Pn=<j/a. We can therefore show that PJ
2/P2=a2(l+a2)-1.

The efficiency Ti=E1/E=PJ
2/P2-a2/(l+a2). Since the beam quality require-

ments demand that the pitch angle not exceed the value a = 2.0, then

the maximum efficiency n = 80%.

(ill) The electron beam must be sufficiently monoenergetic so that thermal

spread does not phase-mix the interaction. Experimental limitations on

beam quality dictate an upper limit on the value of the pitch angle

a - 2.0.

(iv) The gyrofrequency harmonic number should be small. It has been shown

that the optimized efficiency depends on the harmonic number approxi-

mately as (n+1) . Most gyrotrons therefore operate at the fundamental

gyrofrequency.

(v) The energy transfer from electrons to the radiation field depends on

the evolution of the frequency mismatch Aco = u>-(nR0+k||P||/mY) as

the beam traverses the cavity. If the external magnetic field and
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cavity cross section are constant, Au depends on the changes in y,

caused by the cavity fields. Efficiency can be improved by a favour-

able Au, which can be obtained by appropriately contouring, either the

external field (and making QQ and P|| position dependent) or

contouring the cavity croas-sectlon [and making k|| = (wz/c2-kj_2) */2

position dependent)*

4. MAJOR APPLICATIONS AND CURRENT STATUS OF GYROTRONS

4.1 Major Applications

A major application of high frequency (100-500 GHz) and high power (> 100 kW)

gyrotrons will be the heating of plasmas in controlled thermonuclear devices.

It is now well established that high frequencies will be required in order for

electron cyclotron radiation to propagate to the centre of a compact tokamak

power reactor. High power levels will be needed in order to ignite the plasma

with a reasonable number of gyrotron units. For Instance, some fusion reactor

designs call for 50 MW cw power at up to 150 GHz for electron cyclotron

heating. This would require a minimum of 50 gyrotrons at a power level of

1 MM each on a single fusion reactor. Considering the number of fusion

devices currently operating worldwide, this would call for many megawatt-level

gyrotrons for plasma heating alone in the next decade. Taking into account

the fusion devices that are planned for the next decade, this figure climbs

higher still.

Over the past decade electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) has become an

Important method of heating a tokamak plasma. There are two reasons for

this. First, experiments8 have shown that electron cyclotron radiation can be

coupled effectively to the plasma, producing a localized, controlled depo-

sition of energy. Second, gyrotrons have been developed that can deliver the

high power levels In the millimetre and submilllmetre regions.

In the past, plasma heating In research devices has been achieved with neutral

beam injection. It Is now generally believed that it would be difficult to

obtain high efficiency and good plasma penetration when heating power
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producing tokamaks with neutral beams. Hence microwave power has been sug-

gested as an alternative. Major rf heating experiments on tokamak plasmas

have been at one of the following frequencies:

ion cyclotron (ICRH) in the 30-300 MHz range

low hybrid (LHH) in the 1-5 GHz range

electron cyclotron resonance (ECRH) in the 30-85 GHz range.

The rf technology at lower frequencies (such as LHH and ICRH) is definitely

simpler, efficient and high power sources and rf components are readily

available* However, the rf power coupling to the bulk plasma tends to be most

difficult at these low frequencies for two reasons. Firstly, the plasma

opacity causes the wave energy to be deposited near the plasma surface.

Secondly, since the radiation wavelength is comparable to or larger than the

plasma dimensions, special antenna structures are necessary.

On the other hand electron cyclotron radiation has no difficulty reaching the

plasma center. The propagation and absorption processes appear to be linear

phenomena. Linear theory predicts that ECRH absorption which Is already

effective in current experiments, will increase with Increasing electron

temperature, machine size and magnetic field strength. In ECRH, the energy is

deposited in a narrow region, which can be controlled by adjusting the wave

frequency. ECRH may therefore be used to modify the pressure profile in

tokamaks in order to stabilize MHD disruptions. It is clear that the use of

ECRH is limited only by the lack of high power sources.

4.2 Other Applications

There is a variety of applications of specific gyrotrons whose developments

are tied in closely to those described in section 4.1. These applications are

in millimetre and submilllmetre wave radars, communications and electronic

warfare as well as ECR sources. Such applications require somewhat lower

power levels (kW range), compact and tuneable devices. These applications

will certainly benefit from the current programs related to fusion reactor

research.
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Another area where there Is considerable Interest In gyrotrons Is In the

future development of linear accelerators. Currently, the highest frequency

commonly used in linear accelerators is approximately 3 GHz, provided by

klystron amplifiers. However, higher accelerating gradients are possible at

higher frequencies. Increasing the frequency to 6 GHz, for Instance, would

double the accelerating gradient. This is due to the fact that the so-called

'Kilpatrick limit' (or electric breakdown limit) increases with frequency.

Although in principle, a higher rf frequency is desirable from the point of

view of higher accelerating gradients, In practice the problems associated

with the fabrication of small accelerating structures, mechanical tolerances

and beam stability Issues will place an upper limit on the rf frequency actu-

ally employed. Current interest appears to be centred in the frequency range

of 10-30 GHz.

4.3 Current Status of Gyrotrons

Figure 6 gives the present status of gyrotron research prepared by

Krelscher , with additional data from references 2 and 3. The past results

achieved by the USSR as well as the US are shown. The points (dots and

crosses) Indicate the achieved results. The broken lines Illustrate the power

law f~5/2 for extrapolating power versus frequency f. The crossed region

indicates the gyrotron operation regime of particular interest to ECRH in

fusion reactor research.

A summary of the US gyrotron development program was given recently by

George . The program effort Is based on research effort at NRL and MIT and

development efforts at Varlan Associates and Hughes Aircraft Company. Table I

gives a list of some of the major gyrotrons developed by various laboratories

under the DOE support. The cw and pulsed 28 GHz, 200 kW and the pulsed

(500 ms) 60 GHz, 200 kW gyrotrons are now commercially available.

The current program of the US Department of Energy Is to develop a 140 GHz cw

gyrotrons with output power in the 100-200 kW range.
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Table II summarizes the gyrotrons produced to date by Varlan Associates

(McCune ). The effort at Hughes Aircraft has been centred around a 60 GHz,

200 kW gyrotrons (Schmitt 2 ) . The future effort there appears to be In the

development of a 100 GHz, 0.5 MM experimental oscillator.

Table I

List of DOE-Sponsored Gyrotrons

(from George10)

Gyrotron Output Power Demonstration

28 GHZ, cw 340 kW

28 GHz, 100 ms 200 kW

35 GHz, 1 (is 450 kW

60 GHz, cw 214 kW

60 GHz, 500 ms 250 kW

60 GHz, 100 ras 250 kW

140 GHz, 1 us 200 kW

Varlan 1980

Varlan 1977

Varlan

Varlan 1983

Varlan 1981

under development

Table II

Varlan Gyrotron Oscillators

(from McCune11)

Date of First

Performance

Demonstration Gyrotron Specifications

Number

of Units

In Service

1977

1980

1981

1983

1983

1984

28 GHz, 200 kW, 40 ms pulsed

28 GHz, 200 kW, cw

60 GHz, 200 kW, 100 ms pulsed

53 GHz, 200 kW, 100 ms pulBed

60 GHz, 200 kW, 0.5 s pulsed

70 GHz, 200 kW, 100 ms pulsed

18

8

6

4

8

1
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In Europe it is Thomson-CSF that provides the industrial development effort3.

In the early eighties their effort was centred on the development of a 35 GHz,

230 kW gyrotron oscillator in short pulses. The current effort at Thorason-CSF

is supported by the European Atomic Energy community to develop a 100 GHs

gyrotron oscillator to provide 200 kW pulses in 100 ms duration.

Research on a very high frequency gyrotron at CRPP Lausanne3 is aimed at a

source of 120 GHz, 100 ms, 200 kW using a quasi-optical resonator. The major

application for this type of a device is ECRH on the European tokamaks.

5. LIMITATIONS IN CONVENTIONAL GYROTRON CONFIGURATIONS

5.1 Gyrotron Modes

The electric field patterns of the three major electromagnetic mode classes

used in gyrotrons are shown in Fig. 7. The TEon modes (Fig. 7(a)) with

purely aairauthal electric field are characterized by very low wall losses and

have been employed in the highest power cw gyrotrons. However, in gyrotrons

designed to operate with simple TE o n cavities, there is a serious problem

with mode competition13»14 particularly with TE2n modes when n £ 2.

Complex gyrotron cavities have been used to increase stability of operation

for TEon mode gyrotrons. Examples of simple and complex cavity gyrotrons

are shown in Fig 8.

The TEin modes shown in Fig. 7(c) allow one to split the cavity walls as

shown. This has a minimal perturbing effect on the TE^n modes, but

effectively eliminates all other mode classes and yields better mode sta-

bility* TEin modes are the best choice for extremely high pulsed power

operation where high pulsed currents tend to excite many competing modes.

However, wall losses for the TE^n modes are considerably greater than for

TEon modes. This Is unimportant as long as the average power requirements

are modest.
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Fig. 8 Gyrotron oscillator with (a) simple cavity and (b) complex cavity.
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The whispering-gallery modes (TEmp> m » p) In Fig. 7(b) lie between the

TEon and TE^n modes in terms of wall losses and mode stability. They are

possible candidates for high average or peak power gyrotrons. However, the

study of whispering gallery gyrotrons is still in a preliminary state*

5.2 Frequency Limitations in Closed Cavity Gyrotrons

It was shown in section 3.2 that in order to attain high efficiency the

electron cyclotron maser interaction has to occur near a cutoff frequency of

the cavity and preferably at the fundamental of the gyrofrequency. For very

high frequency operation (e.g., \ » 1 mm) the waveguide dimensions have to be

small* otherwise a highly overraoded operation results. The number of cavity

nodes resonating with the beam varies as V/X , where V Is the cavity volume

and X Is the wavelength. The problem becomes worse at shorter wavelengths.

For gyrotron operation at high powers the cavity dimensions have to be large.

This Is dictated by space-charge effects which limit the beam-current

density. Consider the following example. For a gyrotron generating 1 MW of

power from a 30 keV electron beam at 50% efficiency, a beam current of 65 A Is

required. For an annular beam with a current density of 50 A/cm and

thickness of 1 mm, a beam diameter of 4 cm is required. Thus the gyrotron

cavity has to be greater than 4 cm. For operation at a wavelength of 1 mm,

this cavity will be highly overmoded. For radiation wavelengths of = 1 mm It

is at the present time doubtful If mode competition can be reduced suf-

ficiently to operate a gyrotron successfully, when cavity dimensions are in

the centimetre range.

The following restrictions on closed cavity gyrotrons summarizes the situ-

ation:

(1) To minimize the problem of overtrading the cavity volume Is small (of

order X ) and hence output radiation power is accordingly small*

(11) Ohmic losses are proportional to A6/V, where A Is the cavity wall area,

V is the cavity volume and 6 is the skin depth. Since X = V/A, ohmic
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losses « 6/A where A la the linear cavity dimension. In order to

eliminate multlraode effects, X. has to be mac's small (of order, a few

radiation wavelengths) and this increases ohmic losses.

(ill) Since radiation and the spent electron beam emerge at the same end of

the cavity (Fig. 8) collection of radiation and tS& electron beam

simultaneously is very difficult.

6. QUASI-OPTICAL GYROTRONS

In order to push gyrotron operation towards millimetre wavelengths and multi-

megawatt power levels, a number of important problems identified in the last

section, must be solved- The research on the whispering gallery modes Is In a

preliminary state In the US. The limitation of the complex-resonator concept

(Fig. 8(b)), arises from the fact that space-charge depression of the electron

beam may be too severe in the second cavity If the electron beam is too far

from the cavity wall. To overcome this problem, the beam radius must be

increased. Thus the radius of the first cavity has to be Increased, resulting

in multlmode effects.

A more drastic approach to high frequency and high power gyrotrons is to

replace the microwave type cavity by a Fabry-Pe"rot type optical cavity as

shown in Fig. 9.

CURVED MIRROR
SURFACE

ELECTRON BEAM
GYRATING AROUND
APPLIED B FIELD

EM WAVES BOUNCING
IN CAVITY FORM
EIGENMODE

Fig. 9 A single cavity quasi-optical gyrotron.
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The theory of quasi-optical gyrotrons has been developed by several

groups*6"20. Potential advantages of the quasi-optical gycotron compared

with the conventional waveguide cavity gyrotron are as follows:

(i) Natural transverse-mode selection. The diffraction angle \/nr0 of

the radiation for the fundamental (TEMQQ) mode is smaller than that for

higher-order modes. By limiting the mirror radius to a value such that

only the fundamental mode is intercepted, the higher-order transverse

modes will suffer diffraction losses and not be excited. Note, that to

first order, the transverse and longitudinal modes in a quasi-optical

cavity are decoupled*

(li) Since the resonator length may be made much larger than the wavelength,

the interaction volume and hence the output power can be quite large.

(ill) Ohmic losses 6/Jt are much smaller, since X is very large now. Also,

there are no lateral boundaries in the cavity.

(iv) Space-charge limitations are greatly reduced. The transverse

dimensions of the electron beam may be made much larger than the wave-

length. Thus high beam currents can be used at low beam current

densities.

(v) Collection of radiation and spent electron beam is now trivial.

The first experimental demonstration of the quasi-optical gyrotrons was made

at Yale University by Ebrahim et al 2 1. Their experimental geometry is shown

in Fig. 10. In this experiment, coherent, millimetre-wavelength oscillations
2 2

up to the fourth cyclotron harmonic were observed. In subsequent work the
Introduction of a second (prebunching) cavity, Increased the number of
cyclotron harmonics up to the eleventh with corresponding frequencies in
excess of 300 GHz. Table III (a) and (b) summarizes the experimental obser-
vations in these experiments.
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Fig. LO Schematic diagram of the Yale quasi-optical gyrotron experiment
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(from Ebrahim et a l . ) .
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Table III

Conditions under which coherent output signals were observed and the frequency

of the observed output. 1,0371, fc Qo e Bo/m0.

fp_p are the resonant modes of the Fabry-Perot. B o is in kilogauss and

all frequencies are in gigahertz. N is the harmonic number. For Table III

(a), Intermlrror spacing L = 3.125 cm and intermode frequency Af = 4.8 GHz.

For Table III (b), Intermlrror spacing h = 3.4 cm and intermode frequency

Af » 4.4 GHz.

(a) -HARMONIC
NUMBER
(N)

1

2

3

4

V ,
Mad*
Nil m

Bo

•o

•»..

» 0

Bo

' o

Bo

•u

62 4

13

23 2

62 6

11 5

62 t

7 7

62 4

5 7

bl 6

67 2

14

2 4 9

67 2

12 4

67 0

8 3

67 2

7 2 0

IS

26 7

72-1

13 3

7 1 8

8 9

72-1

76 H

16

28 6

77 2

14.1

77 1

9 6

77 B

816

17

3 0 4

82 1

15 2

82 1

10 1

818

86 4

10

32 2

86 9

16 1

8 6 9

10 7

88 7

9 1 2

19

34 0

91 8

17 t

92 3

96 0

20

36 2

97 7

IB 0

97 2

100 B

21

38 1

102 9

IB 8

101 S

105 6

22

40 0

108 0

19 8

106 9

(b) HARMONIC
NUMBER
(N)

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

'F-P

No.m

Bo

'o

Bo

to

Bo

•o

Bo

'o

Bo

to

Bo

(o

Bo

'o

Bo

'o

Bo

'o

61-7

14

23

62-6

11-5

62 3

7-7

62-4

5-8

62-1

4 - 6

61-6

3-7

6 0 4

6 6 3

15

24-9

67-7

12 5

67-8

8 3

67-8

6 2

678

5 0

675

4-2

67-9

3 6

680

3 1

6 7 0

70 9

16

25-9

70-3

1 3 0

70-7

8-8

70-1

6-5

70-4

5-3

71-4

4 3

70'1

3-7

70-5

158-4

38

19-5

157-7

14-9

160-9

11-6

156-1

9-73

157-6

8-3

157-2

7-4

1590

6 5

157-5

1980

45

18-3

1976

14-7

198-3

12-2

198-3

10-5

198-1

9-1

196-6

8-1

196-8

312-4

71

16-5

311-6

14-4

3110
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In the past three years, substantial power output has been generated at

115 GHz In a quasi-optical gyrotron at the Naval Research Laboratory23. Their

experimental geometry Is shown in Fig. 11, In this series of experiments, the

electron energy was 60 keV and the quasi-optical cavity was made up of two

mirrors with a radius of curvature of 160 cm. Figure 12 shows the experi-

mental resul ts , which indicate a maximum output efficiency of 11% at a beam

current of 8 A, and a corresponding output power of 53 kW. The radiation was

coupled out through an annular hole which was not optimized, so that most of

the rf power was ohmically dissipated at the mirrors. The total electronic

efficiency was estimated to be 30%.

COLLECTOR

MAGNET OEWAR

OUTPUT
WINDOW y

OUTPUT
MIRROR

MODIFIED
/ HELMHOLTZ

COIL

RESONATOR

ELECTRON GUN

Fig. 11 NRL quasi-optical experiment. The configuration shows the

mirror/output-coupler geometry (from Hargreaves et al. ).

7. HIGH HARMONIC INTERACTION GYROTRON

It has been pointed out by Vomvoridis et al.7 that the quasi-optical electron

cyclotron maser can operate at the cyclotron harmonics, although not as easily

as at the fundamental. This is due to the fact that the interaction strength

at the n ^ harmonic

(kp/nYtnoG0)
2tl=(v/c)2n. Since

very rapidly with n.

is proportional to

v«c , the quantity (v/c)2n decreases
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6 8 IC 12

CURRENT tamDs)

Fig. 12 Results of the NRL quasi-optical

experiment (from Hargreaves et al. ).

For longitudinal waves (electrostatic or electron plasma waves) however, the

phase velocity vp - <o/k«c, p-n^v and (kp/nYmo«0)
2n=(v/vp)

2n.

Since v p«c, (v/v p)
2 n does not decrease as rapidly with n as before.

The idea is to use a longitudinal wave on the electron beam. The basic inter-

action is then the interaction of the beam with longitudinal wave. At the

beam boundary, this longitudinal wave couples to a transverse electromagnetic

wave trapped between the mirrors of the quasioptical resonator (Fig. 13). To

indicate strong harmonic interaction, consider the following simple argu-

ments. The dispersion relation for an infinite homogeneous plasma has been

given by Baldwin et al2*\ For propagation perpendicular to the external

magnetic field, the dispersion relation decouples into an ordinary (TM) wave

with E parallel to Bo and into two coupled extraordinary (TE) waves with E

perpendicular to Bo. For a very low density plasma kc » Up, these two

extraordinary waves approximately decouple into transverse and longitudinal

waves. This longitudinal wave (Bernstein wave) can be linearly unstable with

a growth rate of order Up, the plasma frequency. It is this energy that

could be used in a quasi-optical gyrotron.
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TRANSVERSE
WAVE

VACUUM

LONGITUDINAL
WAVE

ELECTRON BEAM

TRANSVERSE
WAVE

VACUUM

Fig. 13 Quasi-optical arrangement for harmonic interaction of the beam

with a longitudinal wave. The electrostatic wave couples at the

beam boundary to a transverse wave confined by the cavity.

The electrostatic dispersion relation is given by

i ... o

19

Ty kp /mQ v V
O O

. , 2 ,
2 n

VnQ
O

o .2.
2 2 JnJ

C
,2
K. C

(10)

which gives the root

nQ
?

... =

a) p nJ (kp
P r n

me l kp
(11)

For kp /mfio = 1, the quantity in the square brackets is roughly equal to 0.3

up to n = 2 0 . Thus the growth rate is only weakly dependent on harmonic

numbers and strong harmonic interaction may be anticipated. In the experi-

mental gyrotron of Ebrahira et al the observations of higher harmonic oscil-

lations was attributed to this mechanism and supported by observations of very

low start-oscillation currents of the electron beam.
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The full, high power potential of this new electromagnetic gain mechanism has

yet to be demonstrated experimentally. The concept itself is rich in plasma

physics and wave-wave coupling and quite challenging.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Considerable progress has been made in the last decade in research and

development of gyrotrons. This remarkable progress has been driven by the

needs of the controlled-fuslon research programs. Gyrotrons have been shown

to be capable of producing high power millimetre radiation with high

efficiency.

We are, however, entertng a new, a more mature and a more challenging era In

gyrotron research. The remarkable achievements of the past decade appear to

be insufficient to meet the perceived needs of controlled-fusion research

programs, as experiments approach reactor size.

The research emphasis seems to be moving towards multi-megawatt gyrotrons at

several hundred gigahertz frequencies suitable for ECRH of fusion plasmas.

The research will involve detailed studies of whispering gallery modes (MIT),

complex cavities (NRL, Thomson-CSF) and quasi-optical masers (NRL, Lusanne).

The development effort will Involve studies of better gun designs and fabri-

cation, studies of rf windows, collectors and cavities.

The limitations of complex cavity gyrotrons have been discussed. Studies of

whispering gallery modes Is In an early stage. Quasi-optical gyrotrons are in

their Infancy. The promise is there, but their full potential has yet to be

realized.
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